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Forces and Work Energy can’t be created or destroyed, it can only be changed from one type into another type. We call this rule conservation of energy.



Work Work and energy are the same thing. When a force moves something along any distance we say that work has been done and energy has been transformed (energy has been changed from one type to another type). The different kinds of energy that you will have met before are • • • • • • • •



Kinetic Potential Light Sound Nuclear Heat Electrical Chemical



For example, if a box is pushed across the floor, work has to be done to overcome the force of friction between the floor and the bottom of the box that is opposing the movement. How do we calculate the work done? Energy transformed = work done = applied force x distance We write this equation as



Ew = F x d
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Example: A crate of mass 50 kg is pushed along a floor with a force of 20 N for a distance of 5 m. Calculate the work done. Solution: Use Ew = F x d = 20 x 5 WD = 100 Nm But energy transformed = work done Energy is measured in Joules (J) so Nm must be the same unit as J. This means we can say that Ew = 100 J



Note that the mass of the crate is not required to answer the question. The mass would be required if we needed to calculate the work done by lifting the crate but not by pushing it.



Example: How far must a 5N force pull a 50g toy car if 30J of energy are transferred? Solution: Use Ew = F x d Substitute in the known values 30 = 5 x d so



d=6m
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Example: A man exerts a force of 2 kN on a boulder but fails to move it. Calculate the work done. Solution: Use WD = F x d



d = 0 because the boulder does not move



= 2000 x 0 so



WD = 0



If an object does not move when the force is applied then no work is done. Work is only done if the object moves.
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1. Forces and Work. Energy can't be created or destroyed, it can only be changed from one type into another type. We call this rule conservation of energy. Work.
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F = ma. Example. A toy car of mass 3 kg accelerates at 5 ms-2. Calculate the force acting on the car. Solution: Use F=ma. Know m = 3 kg a = 5 ms-2 so F = 3 x 5.
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Page 6 ... A galaxy is a group of stars, gases and dust held together by gravity. â€¢ The universe is all existing matter and space considered as a whole.
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Page 3 .... A galaxy is a group of stars, gases and dust held together by gravity. â€¢ The universe is all existing matter and space considered as a whole.
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beyond the limits of our solar system. Space exploration may also refer simply to the use of satellites, placed in orbit around the. Earth. Satellites. The Moon is a ...
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If we supply heat to a solid, such as a piece of copper, the energy supplied is given to the copper particles. These start to vibrate more rapidly and with larger ...
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consideration to how you will analyse and present your results. ... microphone input of a computer, software can be used to analyse the voltage and hence the.
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If we monitor the temperature of the material ... free so that a liquid can be formed. The heat ... A lot of heat energy is required to free the solid particles, so the.
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(ii) green light; ... them) - An electric current (known as a ... light (which contains photons of all 7 colours of the visible spectrum - red, orange, yellow, green, blue,.
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S3 Resistance Homework. Answer these questions in your homework jotter, showing full working. 1. The same three resistors are connected in different ways, as.
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A pupil builds the series circuit shown below. Calculate: (a) The total resistance in this circuit. (b) The current flowing through the 12Î© resistor. (c) The current ...
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4) Calculate. Calculate. Calculate the refractive refractive index of a substance substance which has a critical critical critical angle of. 42.5o. (a). (b). (c). (d). (e).
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1. (ii) It moves with constant velocity in the horizontal direction. (1) while accelerating due to the force of gravity in the vertical direction. (1). 2. (b) g = 9.8 (m s-2).
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ELECTRICITY is the common name for ELECTRICAL ENERGY. 1. ... We can supply this electrical energy through: ... (green and yellow striped plastic cover).
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We use many electrical appliances. ... Which type of electrical appliances cost the m ost to run? .... electric plug to its flex may suddenly become much larger.
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Free (unreacted) atoms consist of a tiny, central nucleus (containing particles called neutrons and protons) surrounded by particles called electrons.
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10â€“3 m. Width of a credit card. 1 cm (centi). 10â€“2 m. Diameter of a pencil. Width of a ... Distance to the Andromeda galaxy .... Baryons are made up of 3 quarks.
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Material. Speed in m sâˆ’1. Air. 3Â·0 Ã— 108. Carbon dioxide. 3Â·0 Ã— 108. Diamond .... Astronomers in both observatories are studying the Andromeda galaxy which is.
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(ii) It moves with constant velocity in the horizontal direction. (1) ... gravity in the vertical direction. (1). 2. (b) g = 9.8 (m s-2). (1) data a = v - u. (1) t. 9.8 = v (â€“ 0). (1).
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There are many practical examples that we will be able to analyse, such as ..... a diagram, list the data and select the appropriate kinematic relationship.
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torch batteries are running out there may not be enough energy to heat the filament to the ... A white light source has a continuous spectrum like this white light ...
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